
Did Somebody Say  Trees?   By Guy Mannes-Abbott

To talk about trees itʼs necessary to speak about them individually  rooted in the ground as 
well as altogether; a canopied forest, from the sky. Equally the best way to experience 
them is to walk amongst them on the dappled ground... 

Today each tree in this unique forest is under threat. To defend them and what they 
represent to residents near and afar [in terms of their character, health benefits, as well as 
obvious and undoubted ecological and climactic ones to us all] I need to talk a bit about 
the single most effective tool available to us. It is a way of measuring of their value/pubic 
benefit, using a nationally recognised method called CAVAT [Capital Asset Value for 
A m e n i t y T r e e s h t t p : / / w w w . l t o a . o r g . u k / i n d e x . p h p ?
option=com_content&view=article&id=120&Itemid=69], which was authored by the 
smallest government department; the Forestry Commission. 

Using mostly objective criteria -like the current trunk size or government statistics like 
population density- CAVAT calculates the benefits that each tree and all the trees together 
represents to you and I, all of us; the residents and community of East Walworth, North 
Southwark, this entire quarter of Central London. Iʼll be coming back to CAVAT to describe 
briefly how it works and explain this diagram [No.3] when I do so, but let me tell you now 
that Zone 1ʼs ʻsecretʼ Forest is worth about £18,000,000. 

First, Iʼm going to talk about these other images, then describe what weʼre hoping to 
achieve on the footprint and its hinterland in terms of the Forest and related green 
infrastructure [GI means: trees [incl. fruit and nut], and all green space; parks and gardens, 
food growing in all forms, everything that makes up  the ecosystem of London, which is 
classified as a continuous forest in the new London Plan] and that will lead me back to 
CAVAT, which I will describe before suggesting certain requirements of LL and LBS and 
then I hope to hear what you think of the trees and green infrastructure all around and 
what future you imagine for them...

1.This is an image taken from LBS 
archi tectural dep ʼ t of the Heygate 
Redevelopment in 69. Iʼm not going to 
waste any words on the obviously 
compromised plans that produced the 
buildings, which were also not maintained 
during half their active life when Council 
Housing was being sold off. Instead, I want 
to talk about the built environment, which is 
what the architects thought they were 

working on here; the whole space from ground to sky. I want to focus on the part of that 
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built environment that was carefully planned and which has been an unequivocal 
success. Moaners and self-publicists like to talk about the so-called “failed quasi 
utopianism” of the buildings themselves, but they were never utopian. However Heygate 
Forest was and is an actual Utopia, now fully mature and its value obvious to all. 

2. What I would like you to notice about 
images 1 and 2 is the extraordinary 
precision with which that easily scribbled 
drawing of planned trees from 1969 is 
almost exactly the same image as the 
actual view of the Forest from the air 40 
years later. They  planted this Forest for 
exactly the same reasons that more people 
today understand and value it for. 

# This aerial is priceless in its depiction of a unique habitat in Zone 1. Imagine trying 
to plant a 450+ forest of large trees which have a life span of at least 2 or 300 years 
anywhere else in Zone 1. Yes, this is the challenge. If you canʼt grasp  the unique value of 
the forest that we are now on the edge of today, then I ask you to imagine transplanting it, 
transferring its priceless canopy and eco system to another part of Central London...
#
# Itʼs impossible! This impossibility is a very convincing reason why we need to look 
after this existing forest. The GLA and Mayor want to increase canopy cover as a major 
part of meeting the real challenges of climate change in London by 5% before 2025 [and 
another 5% by 2050]. Southwark Council and LL want to destroy this mature forest in the 
heart of deprived East Walworth so reducing canopy cover in the area by something like 
50 %... 

# Weʼve just had the hottest April for a century and so it will go. Each of the trees that 
contribute to the canopy cover in Heygate Forest is a kind of eco-machine which cools not 
just where it shades but, according to the leading scientist on the subject [Dr Roland 
Ennos], also beyond it in ways that science cannot yet explain but can measure. They cool 
buildings, streets, parks, to allow walkers, those unable to walk, those with children and 
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those struggling with age, to access their neighbourhood. A tree signifies access to the 
ground for walking, running, shopping, cycling...

# Developers today like to pretend they can replace trees with green roofs, but this is 
nonsense. Green roofs are great, they  do help but they must not be falsely  equated with 
trees. Indeed, the retention of trees and the canopy they offer is the best way to optimise 
domestic residential scale green rooves for the same reasons; they offer shade, and 
protect those browned off green roofs from baking... [I say that having stayed in a 
genuinely utopian example of that in Ahmedabad India, where temperatures are currently 
in their mid 40s, but in the forest that protects a two and three storey building of Le 
Corbusierʼs [in above images], the green roof is able to flourish in temperatures up  to 20 
degrees cooler...]

3. After a visit from Jim Smith, the expert 
on CAVAT at the Forestry Commission late 
last year, residents undertook a Peopleʼs 
CAVAT of the Heygate Forest. We met on 
many freezing Saturdays to hand measure 
the trunks and canopies and gradually built 
up  an exact valuation of these communal 
assets. CAVAT is, I quote, “intended for 
publicly owned trees,” which local planning 
authorities are legally bound by a “duty to 
protect ... as a public amenity ... in the 

public interest.” The purpose of CAVAT is to translate the value of trees into monetary 
terms which describe the “public benefits that each particular tree provides... and 
their contribution to public welfare through tangible and intangible benefits.” 

# What are those benefits? Well, big things like the climate, air quality, threats of 
drought, overheating, flooding but also everyday things like visual character, perceptions 
of safety, familiarity and pleasure, and then things that can be quantified like health 
benefits, places to meet, congregate, hang out and to walk, run, cycle. Places that are 
accessible for all, mainly  because trees are designed to make the ground as hospitable 
as possible for human beings, especially in urban conditions. 

# [All of these contributions to “public welfare” are expressed as objectives in 
Southwarkʼs Planning Document [SPD] on Sustainability, which reveals terrible statistics 
on health and life opportunity in East Walworth, issues that trees and green infrastructure 
are widely  recognised for helping to tackle. Itʼs truly shocking, then, that the word tree did 
not appear in the first draft of that document, thus guaranteeing failure!]

# Heygate Forest is worth many millions of pounds, to use a language that 
developers understand. They constantly  talk about commercial viability, a difficult market 
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and the bottom line. Well, hereʼs the bottom line; Heygate Forest is worth £18,000,000 
and rising, year by  year according to inflation and increasing maturity of our forest. Did I 
say our? Oh yes, itʼs worth that much to us, you and I. Itʼs worth that much to the residents 
of East Walworth -all 11,000 of us- in terms of public benefits, public welfare. This is why 
Heygate Forest is so important to fight for, even if you don't already use it to walk through, 
or play or plant in as many of us have done for so long.

# The figure does not mean that the Forest is or should be pickled or preserved as it 
is. I would advocate maintaining it as a forest yes, but to do so requires changes, losses 
and additions. What the valuation tells us, is that itʼs possible! That a cluster of eleven 
trees in its centre is worth at least £1,500,000 which suddenly changes the debate about 
the bottom line, doesnʼt it? A building which developers want to place on top  of that cluster 
can now much more easily sit alongside it, be built around it, respecting its value as public 
amenity. 

# The other crucial element in this CAVAT value is that once the public benefits of the 
forest are recognised then we can discuss the replacement value of the trees that will 
surely be lost. The value of a mature tree is very different to the cost of replacing it. One 
mature London Plane on a street or in the middle of the Forest will be worth £1, 2 or 
300,000 now that it is about 50 years old and has an open life expectancy. A 25 year old 
replacement costs £1000 from the nursery and about £1500 to maintain it thereafter 
[according to Tree professionals, including Southwarkʼs Tree Officer]. We can all do the 
maths on that. 

# CAVAT means that we can demand that any tree that is destroyed is replaced, and 
then discuss the value or ratio of what the replacement should be, where it should go and 
when. Without CAVATʼs recognition of our communal assets, we are beggars...
#

4.Here is an image of the Heygate Forest 
before its planned development, taken 
from the air in 1946. Just after the war 
there appears to be not a single tree on 
the site [one is visible at the end of Balfour 
Street on the New Kent Road, which 
suggests that if there were more weʼd be 
able to see them. Other photographs show 
trees mid site, i.e. in Charteris Square, and 
two quite mature ones on Heygate Street. 
Trees may also have been severely 

pollarded during the war or in clearing up afterwards], certainly there was no forest here, 
even if there were a handful of trees. Moreover, there are photographs from the mid 
1970s of semi mature -12-15 yr. old- saplings being planted on NKR, Heygate Street 
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and all around the estate, which have gone on to mature into the Heygate Forest that 
we now have. I ask you again, where else in Zone 1 could such a forest be planned and 
come into such glorious maturity? 

5. Here is the current Master-Plan that 
Southwark and Lend Lease have agreed 
to implement. Not a single tree will be left 
after this massive industrial retail park is 
dumped on East Walworth. Not a single 
concern for public amenity, benefits or 
welfare is evident in the thinking or 
concrete planning. Although these plans 
will change, because they must, be aware 
of the fact that these truly massive blocks 

have been thoroughly modeled, tested, and planned to the utmost cost-saving detail. Most 
offensive of all are those raised podium lawns, which will be one or two storeys above the 
ground, semi- or entirely private. No trees will ever grow in those shallow zones. 

# So what you can see is that LL and LBS have joined forces to return East Walworth 
to post-war conditions; hard surfaced, massively enclosed buildings, with no interest in 
public welfare, as evidenced by the loss of our mature Forest. Despite everything we now 
know about trees and green infrastructure. Despite hastening climate change. Despite the 
GLA commitment to urgently  INCREASE canopy cover by 10% and the very clear need to 
do so. All scientific predictions point to the coming 30 years as the period when climate 
change, over heating and the risk of extreme weather including floods, is at its highest. 
This is the time when we need the canopy cover and drainage services offered by this 
mature forest most. 

# In preparation for that, Southwark have sold off the land on which Heygate Forest 
thrives to all our benefit, to be cleared and replaced with horizon to horizon Marks & 
Spencers, little decorative trees, green roofs and a reed-bed to deal with their newly 
created problem of drainage. Even if they replace the mature trees as they should with 25 
year old large-species trees, theyʼll lose 30 years of canopy cover in the process. This is 
how stupid, illiterate and dangerous their lack of foresight and Southwarkʼs 
surrender of responsibility is. 

# This is why we will need to engage the Mayor, and/or both Mayoral candidates for 
next yearʼs election, and the GLA to stop this ecocide at the planning stage, unless Lend 
Lease begin to take the issue seriously. The GLA has the power to call-in the plans and 
force LL and LBS to address the issue of public welfare and canopy cover for instance and 
we will make sure that they do that if necessary.
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I promised to sketch some simple demands;

1. All perimeter trees, on all streets; New Kent and Walworth Roads, Heygate, Wansey 
and Balfour Streets, Rodney and Victory Place must be protected and in fact enhanced. 

2. All significant clusters of trees mid site must be protected, their habitat enhanced, as 
promised in the Master-Plan Agreement [which speaks of “ensuring existing habitats are 
enhanced.”]

3. The 80-100 trees in the Walworth Woods at the west end of the Forest must be 
protected and enhanced. This is more contentious, but any intelligent developer or halfway 
capable architect can leave every single leaf on those trees and build high rise luxury 
apartments to the immediate E or NE to be approached through the unique habitat of the 
Walworth Woods. Now that the shopping centre will remain, the arches stay  blocked and 
no radiating out from the centre can happen, this is an open and shut case and raises the 
quality and marketability of the redevelopment. 

4. Remaining trees should be protected too. Where they really do need to be moved, 
their value must be openly recognised and retained on the site by replacements. 
Where that  is not possible on site, consultation with residents can easily determine 
where else in the area immediately around the footprint they will go. This was meant 
to be a “community wide regeneration”, with radiating connectivity, added porosity, links 
etc. So, what LL will need to deliver are avenues of 25 year old London Planes and other 
species, radiating out from the footprint in every direction; to the river and park, E, W, N 
and S. 

5. A Legacy tree map and planned programme of preservation/ enhancement.

These are minimal requirements, their details to be consulted upon and discussed before 
implementation and before any planning application can proceed. 

To achieve any of this requires a simple first step; the developer must undertake a 
CAVAT survey now, using an approved list  of independent surveyors suppled to 
them by the smallest department of government, the Forestry Commission. This is a 
modest requirement which theyʼve spent 5 months resisting so far but will accede to and 
can have a list within hours of asking. Once that survey has been done, compared with the 
Peopleʼs CAVAT and LBSʼs new valuation, conversations and real consultation can 
begin.

Now, itʼs over to you for your thoughts on the present Forest and its future. After which Iʼd 
like to lead you through it to show you how extremely easy it is to build extensively  around 
the existign trees. I urge you to join me while the issue is at the forefront of your minds and 
see for yourself how powerful and simple a case it is. 
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